
Interview with Keith Crowdy, security consultant, 9 July 2003 

Most biometric security systems use either retina or fingerprint details for ID. 

Fingerprint systems no longer use cameras. They detect the pattern of fingerprints by 
minute electrical differences between ridges and valleys. They match 25 points ofthe 
fingerprint. Therefore they cannot be fooled by a gelatin finger, which has no 
electrical characteristics. 

The weakness of most security systems is that they use the corporate net\vork, which 
has not been designed to be secure. You can access the corporate network via a 
Speedlan from outside the premises. If you have the correct passwords you can 
impersonate the Administrator. 

You can capture several hours of uneventful images from a CCTV camera and replay 
them through the system the following night. The monitors will show empty rooms 
even when you are in the building. 

A superior system will have an independent security network that cannot be accessed 
by the IT Administrator, only by the Security Administrator. Both CCTV and access 
control would be functions of the security network. Passwords would be changed 
regularly, so that insecure passwords would become obsolete quickly. 

With a smart card system, the central processing unit does not need to retain people's 
fingerprints. Instead, the fingerprint information is on the chip in the smart card, and 
the computer merely checks that the finger on the screen matches the information in 
the chip. 

Potential burglars could buy cards and a smartcard read-write device, and programme 
the cards with their own fingerprints; so the card manufacturers incorporate a site
specific code, so that only cards coded for this site can be used. 

A thief would have to steal a site-specific card from an authorised user and overwrite 
it with his own fingerprint information, using a read-write device bought from a shop. 
Question: is the fingerprint information encoded? 
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